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ABSTRACT: Ni-based bimetallic alloys have superior phys-
iochemical characteristics compared to monometallic Ni. In
this study, a new type of low cost bimetallic NimCon (n + m =
4) electrocatalysts with high active surface were synthesized on
Ti substrate through a hydrogen evolution assisted electro-
deposition method. The as-prepared NimCon were charac-
terized by XRD, EDS, and SEM. It was revealed that the
composition, surface morphology, as well as the crystal phase
structure of the bimetallic NimCon electrocatalysts were
significantly changed with the increased content of cobalt.
Electrochemical measurements showed that the bimetallic
NimCon catalysts, compared with the monometallic Ni, have
superior catalytic activity and stability toward the methanol
electrooxidation reaction. Additionally, Ni2Co2 sample pre-
sented the highest oxidation current density and the best durability. The mechanism study based on electrochemical experiments
and density functional theory based calculations showed that the doping of Co in NimCon can signally improve the surface
coverage of the redox species, weaken the CO adsorption, as well as adjust the CH3OH adsorption. Such understanding is of
important directive significance to design efficient nonprecious catalysts.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bimetallic catalysts are widely used in many heterogeneous
catalytic processes, such as methanol oxidation reaction
(MOR), due to their enhanced stability and activity compared
with their parent metals.1−4 To achieve commercialization, Ni-
based transition metals are considered as the most promising
nonprecious alternative for MOR owing to the lower poisoning
effects, low cost, and surface oxidation properties.5,6

In the past several years, extensive research efforts have been
made to prepare highly efficient Ni-based bimetallic catalysts,
such as NiCu, NiCr, and NiMn,7−9 and determine their
potential applicability to direct methanol fuel cell
(DMFC).10−12 Generally, two main strategies were used to
design and tune the Ni-based bimetallic catalysts: (a) the
modification of the catalyst using carbon materials and (b) the
control of the catalyst morphology, which is related to the
catalyst active surface. Carbon nanofiber and graphene have
been incorporated in many recently reported Ni-based
bimetallic catalysts for MOR. Barakat and co-workers
investigated the Ni−Co alloy nanoparticle-doped carbon
nanofibers for MOR.12 The good performance of the catalyst
is largely due to the large axial ratio which provides priority for
the carbon nanofibers over the nanoparticles in the electrons

transfer-based processes. In addition, the Ni−Co alloy
decorated graphene as an effective and stable catalyst for
MOR has also been studied.10 Also, the graphene adsorption
capacity plays a distinct role in the electro-oxidation process as
graphene can adsorb the alcohols molecules and/or the
reactions intermediates to complete the oxidation process.
For the second strategy, it is well-known that porous structures
with high surface area can improve the number of active sites to
promote catalytic activity. Based on the above consideration,
the Ni-based bimetallic alloys with many kinds of morphologies
have been prepared, such as Ni−Cu hierarchical porous
nanowire,13 sawtooth-shaped Ni−Co submicrowires,14 porous
Ni−Zn alloy,15 spongy Ni−Mn alloy,16 Ni−Co alloy nano-
cones,17 and 3D dendritic Ni−Co films.18

Despite the large amount of research that has been done so
far, the explanations for the enhanced catalytic activity of Ni-
based bimetallic catalysts are still controversial. Consequently, it
is necessary to further understand the electrocatalytic enhance-
ment of Ni-based alloys in order to design more efficient
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catalysts. In this study, we use a hydrogen evolution assisted
electrodeposition method to prepare disperse NimCon (m + n =
4) bimetallic catalyst with high active surface. Ti-supported
NimCon bimetallic electrocatalysts with different Ni/Co atomic
ratios were synthesized and introduced as effective catalysts for
MOR. The aim of this work is to investigate the MOR activities
on the NimCon alloy in alkaline media and, especially, the
promoting effect of Co on Ni and the role of Co in promoting
MOR. The influence of the introduced cobalt on the physical
characterization of NimCon catalysts was investigated. More
importantly, with the help of electrochemical experiments and
density functional theory (DFT) studies, we explored the
surface coverage of the redox species of NimCon and the
interactions between NimCon clusters and the adsorbed CO, as
the main poisoning intermediates during MOR, as well as the
adsorbed methanol, to forecast the promoting mechanism of
Co to Ni. These studies will be of important guiding
significance for helping researchers understand the catalytic
mechanism of bimetallic or polymetallic calalyst.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Chemicals. Titanium foil (99% pure, 0.5 mm thick) was

purchased from Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd. Nickel chloride
hexahydrate (NiCl2·6H2O), cobalt chloride hexahydrate (CoCl2·
6H2O), ammonium chloride (NH4Cl), ammonia (NH4OH), sodium
hydroxide (NaOH), and methanol (CH3OH) were purchased from
Chuan Dong Ltd. All chemicals were of analytical grade and were used
without further purification. Deionized water was used for preparation
of solutions and washing.
2.2. Preparation of Bimetallic NimCon Electrocatalysts.

Bimetallic NimCon catalyst was deposited on a Ti foil with a 1.0 cm2

geometric area under a large current density of 1.0 A cm−2. The
NimCon deposits were prepared at a fixed quantity of electricity of
0.0042 Ah cm−2 or deposition time of 15 s with an average sample
loaded mass of (0.5 ± 0.05) mg on Ti substrate. Prior to the
deposition process, the Ti foil was ultrasonically cleaned in 18% HCl
solution, followed by ultrasonic rinsing in absolute ethanol and rinsing

with deionized water. NimCon were prepared using a three-electrode
system comprised of the Ti working electrode, a Pt sheet counter
electrode, and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The electrolyte
contains 0.6 M NH4Cl, 3.0 M NH4OH, nickel, and cobalt chloride
salts. The total concentration of Ni2+ plus Co2+ was 0.08 mol dm−3. By
adjusting the amount of the metal precursors, we synthesized NimCon
electrocatalysts with different Ni/Co atomic ratios, which are denoted
as Ni, Co, NiCo3, Ni2Co2, and Ni3Co (standing for the pristine Ni,
pristine Co, and nominal Ni/Co atomic ratios of 1:3, 1:1, and 3:1,
respectively). The solution was stationary during deposition process,
and the electrolyte temperature was kept at 298 ± 2 K.

2.3. Physical Characterization of Bimetallic NimCon Electro-
catalysts. The morphology and phase structure of the deposited
NimCon catalysts were investigated by FESEM (Nova 400 Nano-SEM)
and XRD (Shimadzu ZD-3AX, CuKα radiation) respectively. Energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy was applied to investigate the chemical
composition and distribution.

2.4. Electrochemical Characterization of Bimetallic NimCon
Electrocatalysts. CHI660D electrochemical workstation (Shanghai,
China) was employed for the electrochemical measurements, which
were carried out with the conventional three-electrode electrochemical
cell. The NimCon electrodes with a geometric area of 1.0 cm2 were
used as the working electrode; Pt foil and Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl)
were used, respectively, as the counter and reference electrodes. All
potential values were referred to the reference electrode. Cyclic
voltammetry (CV) and chronoamperometry (CA) measurements
were performed to study the activity and stability for MOR. The test
solutions used in this study were 1.0 M NaOH solution with and
without addition of various methanol concentrations. All the
experiments were performed at 298 ± 2 K, and the test solutions
were opened to the air.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Physical Characterization of NimCon Catalysts.
XRD was first used to investigate the crystal phase and
structure of the samples. The typical XRD patterns of all the
samples are presented in Figure 1. Generally, both nickel and
cobalt have more than one crystal structure; the most common

Figure 1. (A) XRD spectra for all the prepared NimCon samples and Ti substrate. (B) and (C) Partial enlarged XRD spectra.
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ones are face centered-cubic (fcc) and hexagonal close-packed
(hcp) phases.19 The equilibrium phase of nonalloy nickel has
an fcc structure. The hcp nickel, which is thermally less stable
than fcc nickel, is considered to be a metastable phase which
may be observed only under specific conditions,20,21 while the
two phases of cobalt usually coexist at room temperature and
are often difficult to be separated from each other.22 As shown
in Figure 1, the diffraction peaks at values of 2θ = 44.5, 51.9,
and 76.4° can be indexed to (111), (200), and (220) planes of
fcc crystalline Ni as well as fcc crystalline Co (JCDPS 04-0850,
Ni and 15-0806, Co). Moreover, hcp Co could also be detected
as the peaks of 2θ = 41.7, 44.7, 47.6, and 75.9° which are
corresponding to the crystal planes of (100), (002), (101), and
(110), respectively (JCPDS 05-0727). It should be noted that
earlier researchers have also identified more favorable hcp
phases for metallic Co.23 Very recently Zhang et al. reported an
observation that pure Co metal consisted of both the hcp and
fcc crystal structures.24 It was also observed in the literature25,26

that the content of Co over 84 at. % in bimetallic Ni−Co
resulted in the mixed structures of hcp and fcc. These XRD
results match well with that of reported bimetallic Ni−Co
catalysts of different shapes.27−29 Additionally, diffraction peaks
at values of 2θ = 38.4, 40.2, 53.1, 62.9, 70.7, and 76.1° can be
indexed to (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), and (112) planes
of Ti substrate (JCPDS 44-1294).
Comparing the X-ray diffraction patterns of all the samples,

some relevant statements can be drawn:
(I) The phase structure of bimetallic NimCon catalysts

gradually changed from fcc to hcp with the increase of Co
content. With the codeposition of Co, the Ni−Co solid
solution was formed. Both the crystal structure and phase
composition are mainly dependent on the Co contents in the
alloys. For the NimCon catalysts with Co content lower than 50
at. %, the alloys show complete fcc phase structure. When the
content of Co increased to 50 at. %, the initial formation of hcp
lattice was observed, indicating that the crystal structure of the
alloys changed from complete fcc lattice into a mixed (majority
of fcc) + (minority of hcp) phase. At above 75 at. %, very
strong hcp peaks were observed, which indicated that the
growth of the hcp phase was more pronounced.
(II) Usually cobalt and nickel have a similar crystal structure.

They all have the fcc crystal lattice with space group class (S.G.)
of Fm3m (225).30 Moreover, their cell parameters are 3.545
and 3.524 Å respectively (JCDPS 15-0806, Co and 04-0850,
Ni). However, the diffraction peaks in Figure 1B and C were
slightly shifted to the lower 2θ values for bimetallic NimCon
catalysts as compared to those of the pure Ni. Such slight shifts
may indicate an at least partial alloy formation between Ni and
Co.31,32 The lattice parameter values appeared to be increased
for NimCon with the increase of Co content, indicating that
lattice expansions occurred due to partial substitution of Ni by
Co.31−33 The lattice constants of Ni in the NimCon catalysts
estimated by Vegard’s law are listed in Table 1. The increased
lattice constants of Ni in bimetallic NimCon catalysts, compared
with those of pristine Ni, proved Ni and Co were at least
partially alloyed.
We applied EDS to get the Ni/Co atomic ratio. The typical

EDS pattern (Figure 2F) indicates an atomic composition of
approximately 1:1 of Ni/Co for the bimetallic Ni2Co2. Other
results are also listed in Table 1. The image of the element
mapping in the inset of Figure 2F showed that the Ni (green)
and Co (red) were uniformly distributed. The real atomic ratios
of Ni/Co of bimetallic NiCo3, Ni2Co2, and Ni3Co are 1:3.05,

1.06:1, and 2.91:1, respectively, which are very close to the
nominal values. All of the XRD and EDS results complemen-
tarily indicate that the electrodeposition technique under a high
current density in this work would be an effective method to
prepare bimetallic Ni−Co system.
Figure 2 displays the SEM images of the obtained NimCon

catalysts. The application of a large current density (−1.0 A
cm−2) results in vigorous hydrogen evolution in the deposition
process. Meanwhile, the mass transfer was influenced by the
evolved hydrogen, limiting the current density and ohmic
resistance, leading to the formation of the open porous deposit
structures with a high surface area. As shown in Figure 2,
different surface morphologies of NimCon were obtained. Figure
2A and E demonstrates SEM images of the pristine Ni and Co
obtained from cobalt-free and nickel-free solutions, respectively.
The deposited Ni is poorly dispersed and aggregated to form a
compact structure. However, the deposited Co shows the loose
structure which is highly ordered. The hypothesis that
increasing the cobalt content in the bimetallic NimCon will
lead to improving the orderly structure of the sample was
confirmed by Figure 2B−D. The surface morphologies of
NimCon with less Co content (Co/Ni ≤ 0.25) consist of small
particles or nodules. As the Co content increased, a surface
structure/morphology transformation was observed, from close
packing of particles to nodular “cauliflower-like” structure
(Figure 2B). Each cauliflower could be found to contain several
smaller nodules. When the composition of Ni/Co is
approximately 1:1, the surface morphology of Ni2Co2 shows
the “holothurian-like” structure (Figure 2C), which consists of
holothurian-like units with the size of about 1 μm that are
randomly distributed. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
literature reported on this surface morphology of Ni−Co
catalysts. With the further increase of cobalt content, the
surface morphology of NimCon catalysts remains a similar
holothurian-like shape with a larger size.
The transformation of the surface morphology suggests that

Co plays an important role in preventing the agglomeration and
improving the construction units of bimetallic NimCon.
Meanwhile, we can conclude that the surface morphology
and the surface area of the sample can be tuned by controlling
the content of cobalt in NimCon electrocatalysts. This may
contribute to the improvement of the electrocatalytic perform-
ance since it could provide more active sites. It is also worth
mentioning that the XRD results (Figure 1) obtained from all
the samples reveal that the hcp phase in bimetallic NimCon may
be a vital factor for the transformation of surface morphology
that cannot be ignored. The hcp lattice may serve as a growth
site for the formation of the holothurian-like surface
morphology. In other words, the hcp lattice may provide the
frame for the growth of the bimetal to form this kind of surface

Table 1. Summary of the Lattice Constants and the Atomic
Ratios of Ni to Co for the Catalysts

catalysts
lattice constant

(Å)
nominal atomic ratio of

Ni:Co
actual atomic ratio of

Ni:Coa

Ni 3.524 − −
Ni3Co 3.530 3:1 2.91:1
Ni2Co2 3.536 1:1 1.06:1
NiCo3 3.541 1:3 1:3.05
Co 3.545 − −

aAnalyzed by the EDS technique.
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morphology. However, the specific formation mechanism of
this surface morphology still needs further research.
3.2. Activity of NimCon Catalysts toward MOR. Surface

activation of the nickel-based materials is an important step to
create NiOOH compound and initiate the electrochemical
activity.34 The stabilized cyclic voltammograms of 5 cycles after
preactivation of 30 cycles for the prepared NimCon in 1 M
NaOH solution are shown in Figure 3. Polarization was started
by a potential scanning at a scan rate of 50 mV s−1 from −0.2 to
+1.0 V (vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode) in the anodic
direction.
As shown in Figure 3A, the voltammogram of pristine Ni is

in good agreement with the literature,35 showing an anodic

peak at +0.40 V and cathodic counterpart at +0.30 V. The
anodic peak is related to the oxidation of Ni(OH)2 (formed on
the Ni surface in alkaline electrolyte) to a higher valence oxy-
hydroxide (NiOOH), while the cathodic wave is associated
with the corresponding reduction process, following the
equation36

+ ↔ + +− −Ni(OH) OH NiOOH H O e2 2 (1)

The voltammogram of pristine Co in Figure 3E is more
complex. It reveals a small anodic peak at +0.15 V, and the
correspondent cathodic peak at 0 V due to the redox reaction37

+ + ↔ +− −Co O OH H O 3CoOOH e3 4 2 (2)

Figure 2. SEM images for the NimCon samples: (A) Ni, (B) Ni3Co, (C) Ni2Co2, (D) NiCo3 , and (E) Co, respectively. (F) EDS spectrum of Ni2Co2;
inset: the element mapping of Ni and Co for Ni2Co2.
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Besides, there is no other distinct anodic peaks observed
except the small platform at about +0.55 V, which is related to
the oxidation process of CoOOH to CoO2 following the
equation37

+ ↔ + +− −CoOOH OH CoO H O e2 2 (3)

However, the voltammograms of the bimetallic Ni2Co2 and
NiCo3 (Figure 3C, D) present two pairs of peaks. These peaks
are maybe due to the noncomplete solid solubility of Ni and
Co. Moreover, an asymmetric and broad anodic peak was
observed in the voltammogram of Ni3Co (Figure 3B), which
centered at about +0.37 V, preceded by a distinct shoulder at
approximately +0.30 V. In the reverse scan, a broad cathodic
peak occurred at +0.28 V with an inconspicuous shoulder at
about +0.22 V.
The main anodic and cathodic peaks of Ni3Co, Ni2Co2, and

NiCo3 are wider than those observed in pristine Ni, indicating
overlapped contributions from both Ni and Co in the samples,
as already reported in the literature.38 In fact, these peaks can

be deconvoluted in two peaks associated with two distinct
redox reactions, namely, the redox pairs Ni(II)/Ni(III) and
Co(II)/Co(III), respectively; this phenomenon contributes to a
broader potential window. It is also worth mentioning that due
to the influence of the alloy or partial alloy structure, the peaks
potentials of Ni(II)/Ni(III) and Co(II)/Co(III) of NimCon
shifted to the negative direction and positive direction,
respectively.
Further, both the anodic and cathodic current densities are

higher in the case of NimCon than pristine Ni. This is in
accordance with the higher specific area of the NimCon films,
which possess an increased number of active sites at the
electrode through the contact of the electrolyte within the
porous surface. Accordingly, the charge measured from the
cyclic voltammetry data confirmed the higher electrochemical
activity of NimCon when introducing a certain amount of cobalt.
For example, the value of Ni2Co2 is 27.34 mC cm−2, much
higher than that of pristine Ni (8.01 mC cm−2). The hypothesis
that increasing the cobalt content in bimetallic NimCon will lead

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms for NimCon samples: (A) Ni, (B) Ni3Co, (C) Ni2Co2, (D) NiCo3, and (E) Co. Procedure was carried out in 1 M
NaOH for 5 cycles after preactivation of 30 cycles with a sweep rate of 50 mV/s.
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to the increase of the intensities of the redox activation peaks
was confirmed as shown in Figure 3B−D.
Figure 4 is the cyclic voltammograms of pristine Co in the

absence and presence of 0.5 M CH3OH with a sweep rate of 50

mV/s. The low performance of pristine Co for MOR as
reported in the literature39 was also proved in this study,
although the pristine Co revealed high specific surface area and
could be activated. From Figure 4, we can conclude that there
was almost no catalytic performance for the Co as the current
density in the presence of 0.5 M methanol is a little lower than
that in 1 M NaOH solution. Generally, among the transition
metals, pristine cobalt was not used as a main catalyst for

MOR.39 It is often used as a cocatalyst to annihilate the parent
catalyst poisoning.40 For this reason, pristine cobalt was not
introduced as a sole electrocatalyst in this study.
The electrocatalytic activities of pristine Ni and NimCon were

investigated by cyclic voltammetry in 1 M NaOH solution in
the presence of 0.5 M methanol with the potential range from
−0.2 to +1.0 V (vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode) at a scan rate
of 50 mV s−1. We use pristine Ni as a reference to compare with
other bimetallic NimCon catalysts, respectively. As can be
observed in Figure 5A−C, the catalytic performance of NimCon
is significantly higher than that of pristine Ni. For pristine Ni
catalyst, there is no distinct oxidation peak but a broad platform
is observed at a potential value of about +0.58 V with a current
density of only approximately 7 mA cm−2 in the presence of 0.5
M methanol, while NimCon catalysts show obvious peaks for
MOR. Moreover, Ni2Co2 catalyst shows the best performance.
As can be seen in Figure 5D, the peak current density for
Ni2Co2 is as high as about 58 mA cm−2. This value of peak
current density is eight times higher than that of pristine Ni.
Meanwhile, the bimetallic NiCo3 and Ni3Co also generate
higher current density (45 mA cm−2 and 30 mA cm−2,
respectively) for MOR. Besides, the potential of the oxidation
peak of Ni2Co2 electrocatalyst shifts to the positive direction by
0.11 V (+0.69 V). Intriguingly, methanol oxidation happens not
only in the anodic direction but also in the initial stage of the
cathodic direction at the bimetallic NimCon electrode. For
Ni2Co2 electrocatalyst, the oxidation peak current density in the
backward scan is very close to that observed for oxidation peak
in the forward scan; the peak is probably due to further
oxidation of methanol or the intermediate products of its
oxidation.41

Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms for Co in 1 M NaOH solution in the
presence of 0.5 and 0.0 M CH3OH with a sweep rate of 50 mV/s.

Figure 5. Cyclic voltammograms for NimCon samples (A) Ni3Co and Ni, (B) Ni2Co2 and Ni, and (C) NiCo3 and Ni in 1 M NaOH solution in the
presence of 0.5 M CH3OH with a sweep rate of 50 mV/s. (D) Relationship between the cobalt content in NimCon and the corresponding oxidation
peak current density.
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Utilizing highly concentrated methanol solution in DMFC is
strongly preferable because it distinctly improves the power
density and simultaneously diminishes the cells size.10 In
theory, using absolute methanol is impossible as water is a
reactant in the process of anode reactions, so the methanol
concentration is a process parameter for MOR. Figure 6A
displays the influence of methanol concentration on the
electrocatalytic activity of Ni2Co2 at a potential sweep rate of
50 mV s−1. The oxidation of methanol by Ni2Co2 appeared a
typical electrocatalytic response. The anodic peak current in the
positive sweep is proportional to the concentration of
methanol, and any increase in the concentration of methanol
causes an almost proportional linear enhancement of the anodic
peak current (Figure 6B). Moreover, it is found that current
density increases with the increasing concentration of methanol
in the initial stage of the cathodic direction, illuminating that
the surface of methanol molecules and their oxidation
intermediates could not be completely oxidized in the anodic
scan and have to continue to be oxidized at the high potential
in the cathodic scan.
There are different mechanisms describing the heteroge-

neous catalysis. Fleischmann et al.42 assumed a catalytic/
intermediate role for NiOOH. They suggested that organic
compounds were oxidized at a potential value which coincided
exactly with that where NiOOH was produced and the
disappearance of the NiOOH reduction peak in the cathodic
sweep. However, this suggestion was suspected by many
authors.43−45 According to the experimental observation of
high current density in the presence of methanol and a new
oxidation peak for methanol oxidation at a potential much
more positive than that of the oxidation of Ni(OH)2 potential,
as well as the unchanged redox peaks due to Ni(OH)2 ↔
NiOOH conversion (Figure 7), we suggest that the anodic
current is ascribed to the methanol oxidation on the surface of
oxide layer by direct electro-oxidation. The potential oxidation
process of methanol was as follows:
The redox transition of nickel species present in the catalyst

is

+ ↔ +− −Ni 2OH Ni(OH) 2e2 (4)

+ ↔ + +− −Ni(OH) OH NiOOH H O e2 2 (5)

The methanol is mainly oxidized on Ni3+ oxide surface by
direct electro-oxidation via the following reactions:

− → − ++ + −Ni methanol Ni intermediate e3 3 (6)

− → − ++ + −Ni intermediate Ni products e3 3
(7)

In eqs 6 and 7, Ni3+ used as active surface for methanol
oxidation. Observation of a new oxidation peak for methanol
oxidation at a potential much more positive than that of the
oxidation of Ni(OH)2 potential is according to eqs 6 and 7.
Figure 8 displays the chronoamperograms which were

recorded on all the samples for 1200 s in 1 M NaOH solution
containing 0.5 M methanol. The potential was held at the
oxidation peak potential during the measurements. As can be
seen, the current densities sharply decrease at first and then
slightly decrease for both the monometallic Ni and the
bimetallic NimCon catalysts. The slightly decreased current
density may be mainly caused by the poisoning of the catalysts.
At first, the active sites are free of adsorbed methanol molecules
(fast kinetic rate reaction); after that the adsorption of new
methanol molecules is a function of the liberation of the active
sites by methanol oxidation or intermediate species formed
during the first minutes (rate-determining step)46 that are
responsible for poisoning of the catalytic sites. However, the
degradation rates for the bimetallic NimCon catalysts are
obviously less than that for monometallic Ni, indicating that
the stability of the bimetallic NimCon catalysts is improved.
Obviously, Ni2Co2 reveals the best durability as it shows the
smallest degradation rate. In addition, NimCon exhibited higher
current densities than the monometallic Ni catalyst during the

Figure 6. (A) Cyclic voltammograms for Ni2Co2 in 1 M NaOH solution in the presence of different concentrations of methanol (0.025, 0.050, 0.075,
0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1 M) with a sweep rate of 50 mV/s. (B) Relationship between the oxidation peak current densities and the concentrations
of methanol.

Figure 7. Cyclic voltammograms for Ni2Co2 in 1 M NaOH solution in
the presence of 0.5 and 0.0 M CH3OH with a sweep rate of 50 mV/s.
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measurements, indicating that the bimetallic NimCon catalysts
were more active for MOR than that of pristine Ni, which is
consistent with the CV results.
3.3. Mechaniam Study of the Improved Catalytic

Performance of NimCon. 3.3.1. Surface Coverage of the
Redox Species of NimCon. We analyzed above that the hcp
phase introduced by cobalt may cause the increase of the
specific surface area. By calculating the electric double layer
differential capacitance using chronoamperometry (CA), the
real surface area, specific surface area, and roughness of the
NimCon samples can be conveniently obtained.47 The electric
double layer differential capacitance can be calculated by
differential capacitance technique according to the following
equation48

= =C q E i t Ed /d d /dd (8)

Here, Cd is electric double layer differential capacitance.
Then comparing the Cd value of NimCon electrodes with the Cd
value of the pure mercury electrode (20 μF cm−2), the real
surface area of the NimCon samples can be respectively
estimated, corresponding to their roughness or specific surface
area, which also can be calculated as the real surface area
divided by the apparent area or the mass. These values are
summarized in Table 2. Obviously, the increase of Co content
can enlarge the surface area, and this is obviously favorable for
MOR since it could provide more active sites.

Figure 9A and B displays the cyclic voltammograms for
Ni2Co2 at different scan rates in 1 M NaOH solution. The
surface coverage of the redox species can be estimated from the
following equation49

ν= Γ*I n F RT A( /4 )p
2 2

(9)

where Ip, n, F, R, T, A, ν, and Γ* are the peak current, the
number of transferred electrons, the Faraday constant which
equals 96485 C mol−1, the general gas constant which equals
8.314 J K−1 mol−1, the thermodynamic temperature, the
apparent area of the electrode, the potential scan rate, and the
surface coverage of the redox species, respectively.
Figure 9C displays the effect of the scan rate on the anodic

and cathodic peak current density, respectively. In addition, the
peak current densities are proportional to the sweep rates in the
range of 10−100 mV s−1 as shown in Figure 9D, pointing to the
electrochemical activity of the surface redox couple.49

According to the slope of these straight lines, the surface
coverage of Ni(II)/Ni(III) redox species can be determined.
Taking average of both cathodic and anodic results, a value of
around 1.63 × 10−7 mol cm−2 was derived for Ni2Co2. Figure
9E shows the relationships between the anodic and cathodic
peak current densities, respectively, upon the square root of the
scan rates. High accuracy linear models could be utilized to
represent the data points. This finding signifies the dominance
of the diffusion-controlled process which indicates high activity
of the introduced Ni2Co2. Use the same analysis method, we
also get the values of Γ* for Ni, NiCo3, and Ni3Co. For all the
samples, the comparison toward the values is shown in Figure
9F. Comparing the results, it can be found that the introduction
of the cobalt does significantly improve the value of the surface
coverage of the redox species. It is obvious that the Ni2Co2,
NiCo3, and Ni3Co have significantly high oxidation peak
current for MOR attributed to the larger surface coverage of
redox species. This is consistent with the analysis mentioned
above that hcp phase introduced by cobalt may adjust the
surface morphology and cause the increase of the specific
surface area for NimCon. Accordingly, NimCon showed more
active sites for improving the catalytic performance.

3.3.2. Adsorption Energy of NimCon for Methanol and CO
Molecules. It is known that the MOR involves the dehydrogen-
ation of methanol to intermediates, such as CO, and the CO
oxidation removal to the product of CO2. Thus, an improved
CO oxidation removal process, i.e., decreased CO adsorption
strength, may result in an improved MOR rate.50 It is proposed
that Co, when alloyed with Ni, may modify the electronic
structure of Ni and facilitate the MOR process by decreasing
the CO poisoning. In addition, the methanol adsorption energy
is also a key indicator to describe the catalytic activity of NiCo
alloy toward MOR.50 Therefore, we carried out DFT studies on
the interactions between CO/CH3OH and bimetal clusters to
further investigate the microcatalytic mechanism. (The detailed
process is shown in the Supporting Information.)
As shown in Figure 10A, the adsorption energies of CH3OH

adsorbed on Ni atom are higher than that on Co atom,
indicating that CH3OH prefers to bind on Ni than Co for
Ni3Co and Ni2Co2. This guarantees a fast kinetic rate reaction
of CH3OH molecules on the surface of Ni3Co and Ni2Co2. The
adsorption energies of CO adsorbed on Co atom are slightly
higher than that on Ni atom, indicating that CO prefers to bind
on Co than Ni. Moreover, it is important to find that the
adsorption energies for the bimetallic clusters are much lower
than those for the monometallic metal clusters. As shown in
Figure 10B, compared with other cases, Ni2Co2 has relatively
low adsorption energy, resulting in less CO poisoning of
catalysts. So, when the atomic ratio of Ni/Co is 1:1, Ni2Co2
catalyst has the more redox species and the lowest CO
adsorption energy, predicting super catalytic activity toward
CH3OH and high CO-tolerance ability.

Figure 8. Chronoamperograms at oxidation peak potential for all the
prepared NimCon samples in 1 M NaOH solution in the presence of
0.5 M CH3OH.

Table 2. Summary of the Roughness, the Real Surface Area,
and the Specific Surface Area for the Catalysts

catalysts roughness
real surface area

(cm2)
specific surface area

(cm2/mg)

Ni 6 6 12
Ni3Co 30 30 60
Ni2Co2 72 72 144
NiCo3 105 105 210
Co 117 117 234
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Generally, the higher surface coverage of the redox species
mean higher catalytic performance for MOR due to the higher
Ni3+/Ni2+ active species. However, NiCo3 with the highest
surface coverage of the redox species (Figure 9F) reveals lower
catalytic performance compared with Ni2Co2 (Figure 5D).
Through the above analysis of the adsorption energy of CO, we
can easily understand this abnormal phenomenon. For NiCo3,
the comparatively lower catalytic performance can be attributed
to the higher adsorption energy for reactions intermediates
(mainly CO), which results in the poisoning effect and declines
the catalytic performance. In addition, although Ni3Co sample
has lower adsorption energy for CO, the lower surface coverage
of the redox species results in the lower catalytic performance.
Thus, Ni2Co2 sample shows the best catalytic performance. It is
obvious that the surface coverage of the redox species

combined with the adsorption energy together led to these
results.
In brief, the MOR process mainly depends on the surface

morphology and composition of the catalysts which are
responsible for creating active sites and appropriate adsorption
energies on the catalysts surface. The introduction of Co into
Ni catalysts not only improves the surface coverage of the redox
species but also changes the adsorption energy of the catalysts.
Thus, the bimetallic NimCon catalysts have a better catalytic
performance compared with monometallic Ni.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Ti-supported NimCon electrocatalysts with different atomic
ratios were synthesized via a hydrogen evolution assisted
electrodeposition process. The XRD, SEM, and EDS character-

Figure 9. Cyclic voltammograms for Ni2Co2 in 1 M NaOH solution at different scan rates: (A) 10−100 and (B) 100−1000 mV/s. (C) Variation of
the anodic and cathodic peak current densities with the scan rates. (D) Relationship between the anodic and cathodic peak current densities and the
scan rates (10−100 mV/s). (E) Proportionality of the anodic and cathodic peak current densities to the square roots of scan rate. (F) Histogram of
the values of the surface coverage of the redox species for Ni, Ni3Co, Ni2Co2, and NiCo3.
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izations indicated that the crystal structure, morphology, and
composition of NimCon were significantly changed with the
increase of cobalt content. The electrochemical measurements
showed enhanced activity and stability for MOR on bimetallic
NimCon catalysts compared with monometallic Ni catalyst in
alkaline media. Cyclic voltammograms studies showed that the
introduction of Co could increase the surface coverage of the
redox species for NimCon catalysts. DFT studies revealed that
the introduction of Co weakened the adsorption of CO and
decreased the CO poisoning. The results also emphasized the
priority of bimetal structure caused by the introduction of
cobalt in enhancing the electrocatalytic activity. Overall, this
study combines the experimental and theoretical understanding
of catalytic activity of bimetallic NimCon catalysts to illuminate
the mechanism of performance improvement toward MOR.
Such understanding can guide us to design other efficient
nonprecious catalysts.
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